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A B S T R A C T

The use of BIM is becoming increasingly important in the AEC industry because the included dataset enables the
automation of many processes. One emerging application of BIM is the automation of building code checking
by building authorities. Building code checking is a time-consuming process, particularly for escape routes.
Therefore, its automation promises considerable optimisation potential. This study presents a semi-automated
escape route analysis for building code checking. Our developed concept consists of two automated steps, with
a legally required manual step in between: (1) escape route generation, which provides possible routes from
which designers can select a valid combination, and (2) escape route validation, which checks the selected
combination of escape routes for validity. The basis of both automated steps is a novel indoor navigation model.
We implemented the concept in Solibri Office and validated it with real-world models. The developed escape
route analysis method shows potential to improve designers’ escape route planning and building authorities’
escape route checking.
1. Introduction

Modern buildings, building processes, and dependencies between
disciplines are becoming increasingly complex. Building Information
Modeling (BIM) is a promising way to deal with this growing com-
plexity. BIM models provide numerous project information datasets.
This digital information can facilitate various automatic evaluations of
building processes, leading to the potential for optimisation of the ar-
chitecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. The use cases
of such automatic evaluations are spread over the entire life cycle of a
building: clash detection of domain models in the planning phase [1,2],
generation of material bills in work preparation [2], construction safety
checking in execution [3,4], and energy simulations for operation [5–
7]. The building permission process, an essential stage in the early
phase of the life cycle of a building, has remained largely untouched
by the new possibilities of automatic evaluation using BIM [8]. In
this context, building code checking is a complicated, time-consuming,
and repetitive activity with the potential for significant optimisation
through automation [8,9]. Eastman et al. [9] reported that the grow-
ing complexity of buildings and building processes corresponds with
new criteria for building codes and safety, making the analogue as-
sessment of buildings with two-dimensional (2D) plans even more
time-consuming.

The potential of automating building code checking based on digital
building models has already been recognised, but is rarely implemented
by building authorities. There are different approaches to develop-
ing such systems. Several researchers have addressed the question of
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how provisions and requirements written in natural language can be
represented in a computer-interpretable format [10–14]. Other stud-
ies have focused on building model preparation [9,10] or enhancing
the accessibility of data in the building model [15]. While these ap-
proaches address specific parts of the entire process, there have also
been projects to implement an automated code-checking system on
a more general level [9,16,17]. However, according to Beach et al.
[8], practical implementation of these studies is scarce. The analogue
assessment of building submissions is still state-of-the-art for most
building authorities [18,19]. An exception is Singapore’s CORENET
project [20]. A recent Austrian research project is BRISE-Vienna, which
was funded by the European Union Initiative Urban Innovative Actions
(UIA) [21]. It aims at developing a complete building permission
process for the building authority in Vienna based on digital building
models in open formats, that is, an openBIM-based permission process.
BRISE-Vienna includes all parts of the process, that is, from submitting
the digital model via a web service over a semi-automated code-
checking system [22] to the dissemination of information using modern
technologies such as augmented reality (AR) based on digital building
models [23,24]. The core of the project with the greatest potential for
improvement in accuracy and time consumption is a semi-automated
code-checking system. In this context, semi-automated means require
final decisions from the building authority agents because of legal
requirements.

A major issue in code compliance checking is the assessment of
escape routes. Many regulations and requirements for escape routes
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are interwoven to ensure that all possibilities are covered. Therefore,
automation can optimise the assessment of the benefits in terms of time
consumption and consistency.

Escape route analysis is a special case of indoor pathfinding with
additional requirements. Previous studies on this topic have shown
promising results [14,25–28]. Moreover, the widely used BIM coordina-
tion and validation application Solibri Office [29] provides a checking
rule to generate and check escape routes. However, an analysis of the
legal situation in Vienna showed that these attempts were insufficient
for a complete BIM-based permission process, as in BRISE-Vienna.
A checking rule for escape route analysis must meet the essential
requirements for the course of the escape routes. Examples include the
definition of a starting location inside a room and the consideration of
safe zones in a building. In addition, the exact geometry of the escape
routes, which includes the position of fixed locations and the connec-
tions between them, must follow certain specifications. Furthermore, a
characteristic of escape route analysis is the geometrical requirements
of the elements along the routes, which depend on the number of
people passing by. Thus, escape route analysis must include element
checks based on the cumulative number of people from different start-
ing locations. Finally, the Vienna Building Authority requires designers
to specify escape routes that satisfy the regulations because designers
are liable for them. A fully automated generation of escape routes
represents a liability reversal, where the building authority is liable for
the defined escape routes. This is not feasible. Therefore, the developed
system must include functionalities for designers to define the course
of routes.

The objective of this study is to develop an automated escape
route analysis method that meets the criteria of a BIM-based building
permission process and complex building regulations like in Vienna, en-
abling its implementation within the Vienna Building Authority. Thus,
the approach must comply with the legal situation in Vienna (legal
requirement), analyse escape routes at an appropriate time (technical
requirement), and be accepted by the involved stakeholders, that is, the
building authority and designers (social requirement). We developed a
concept consisting of escape route generation to determine several pos-
sible routes and escape route validation to assess a network of selected
routes. This approach aims to include the sophisticated geometrical
calculations required in the analysis. Simple additional non-geometrical
property checks of the elements along the routes (e.g. fire resistance)
can be covered by existing checking rules. Moreover, maintainability is
a significant concern because the Vienna Building Authority wants to
maintain the checking rules. Therefore, the research team (including
the building authority and designers) decided to exclude some special
cases from the scope of the checking rules to facilitate maintainability.
The building authority keeps these special cases for manual verification
with its agents.

This study focuses on the development of a novel approach and
provides a brief overview of the status of the Vienna Building Authority,
previous endeavours in automatic escape route analysis, and the BRISE-
Vienna project. Subsequently, the stages for creating a checking rule
from the building code text are discussed. The main section explains
the requirements and concepts of our escape route analysis method
in detail. For the validation of the new approach and its inclusion
in the permission process developed in the BRISE-Vienna project, we
implemented the escape route analysis method in Solibri Office. Finally,
we present and discuss the implementation results.

2. Background

2.1. The current status and requirements of escape route checking within
the Vienna Building Authority

Digitisation and automation are not yet part of escape route checks
within the Vienna Building Authority. It is still a manual visual process
2

based on 2D information on building plans (floor plans and sections)
and supplementary documents. The building authority considers an
escape route to be a polyline consisting of straight lines. These escape
routes must meet specific requirements, defined in three different
regulations (OIB guidelines [30] in Austria): general fire protection
(OIB 2 [31]), fire protection in parking garages (OIB 2.2 [32]), and
user safety and accessibility (OIB 4 [33]). These regulations define the
starting locations, safe zones, and destinations. A destination is always
a direct exit to a safe area outside a building. A safe zone inside a
building can be an emergency staircase that leads to a direct exit. Safe
zones are interim destinations for escape route analysis because the
escape route length is measured to these rooms. However, the route
must also be calculated from the safe zone to the actual exit because
the clear width, height, and elements along the path must also be
checked in this section. Any spot in each common room in the building
must reach a safe zone or destination within the required distance, that
is, the maximum route length. A special starting point is the parking
space inside a parking garage. In an emergency, it must be assumed
that parking spaces are occupied by vehicles and, therefore, they are
obstacles to the escape route. However, it must be possible to start the
route from an occupied parking space.

An exception for the starting point is defined for flats with a
maximum number of two levels and without a direct exit to the outside.
For these flats, the escape route begins at the flat entrance door. A
very important requirement for the course of the escape route is that
inside rooms, the route requires the shortest polyline to connect any
two points. This means that the escape routes run directly from corner
to corner. Finally, there are many requirements for elements along
escape routes. Some specify limits on element dimensions, such as the
minimum width and height of doors, rooms, and staircases. Others refer
to the fire resistance of these and other adjoining elements such as
walls and ceilings. The characteristic of the minimum values of the
object dimensions is their dependency on the number of people passing
through the object while escaping.

Designers must define and highlight escape routes manually in
building plans. These escape routes are checked by the authority in
accordance with the specifications. The current check begins with a
visual check by the building authority agents. They must detect legally
required starting positions, permitted safe zones, and permitted fire
exits using this visual check to determine whether the designers have
placed the relevant routes. This step also includes a property check of
elements (e.g. fire resistance) in and around special areas and along
the given routes. The subsequent procedure of verifying the dimensions
and geometry of the elements and rooms, as well as the length of the
escape route, is particularly time-consuming because building authority
agents must perform manual measurements for all escape routes. This
task does not require human interpretation and is imprecise when
performed manually. Therefore, it is suitable for automation and can
be optimised.

2.2. Related work on escape route analyses

Existing work on automated escape route analyses based on dig-
ital building models provides promising approaches, but none has
developed a complete checking system. There are three components
for such an escape route analysis: an indoor navigation model, a
pathfinding algorithm, and an element-checking procedure along the
determined routes. The basis of this is an indoor navigation model.
The representation of indoor circulation is complex because of the free
movement in a continuous space [34–36]. This differs from circulation
on streets, where particular paths with defined directions are given. The
movement of people indoors is not restricted to these paths. Therefore,
a continuous space must be converted into an indoor navigation model.
The development of indoor navigation models has been the focus of
research for several years [25,26,28,34,35,37–45]. A widely used type
of navigation models are navigation graph networks based on graph

theory [35]. A graph is defined by nodes representing fixed locations
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Fig. 1. Indoor navigation graph concepts: centreline-based (left) and visibility-based (right) graphs.
and the edges connecting these nodes. Navigation graph networks
have advantages over other navigation models in terms of storage
space and hold both semantics and geometrical information [35,37,46].
Currently, two approaches for generating indoor navigation graph net-
works have been discussed in the literature: centreline-based (medial
axis transformation) [34,35,47,48] and visibility-based methods [25,
41,43–45,49] (Fig. 1). There is a lack of consensus among researchers
regarding the most suitable method for escape route analysis. Some
claim that centreline-based graph networks are consistent with human
cognition [25,35,50] and building code requirements [25,26,35], and
are, therefore, suitable for an escape route analysis. In contrast, Kneidl
et al. [43,45] stated that visibility graphs are the basis for a realistic
representation of human behaviour. The visibility graphs also comply
with the way in which the Vienna Building Authority defines escape
routes (straight connections from corner to corner).

The next step in escape route analysis is to apply a pathfinding
algorithm to the indoor navigation model. This step has been included
in previous studies [25,26,28,41–45]. Several researcher [41–45] have
focused on simulating pedestrian dynamics, such as evacuation scenar-
ios. These approaches are based on visibility graphs and are enhanced
with dynamic edge weights based on the actual travel time, which is
dependent on the density in a specific area (number of pedestrians
in the area). Thus, it is simulated that large crowds slow down the
routes. Kneidl et al. [43] additionally considered different levels of
familiarity with an environment. Although this approach is a promis-
ing way to simulate actual human behaviour, it does not reflect the
requirements of Vienna’s building code. The building code focuses on
travel distance along a defined escape route rather than on pedestrian
dynamics. Lin et al. [28] developed an indoor navigation model rich
in semantic information relevant to escape routes, such as the status
of doors, the function of spaces, and the risk of obstacles. Further-
more, they applied different pathfinding algorithms and compared
their performances. Lee et al. [25] developed a universal circulation
network (UCN) that focused on general circulation inside buildings.
They applied a pathfinding algorithm to calculate the walking distances
between different locations. The UCN can be used for escape route
analyses but does not address building code requirements (e.g. starting
from the most remote point inside a room). In contrast, Kannala [26]
analysed different fire codes from Northern America and Finland and
determined five essential requirements an escape route analysis must
address: number of occupants, minimum number of escape routes
from one starting position, maximum travel distance, minimum width,
and minimum height of escape routes. The focus on these universal
demands makes the approach applicable to various fire codes in dif-
ferent countries but does not cover all regulations concerning escape
routes. The approaches in Lee et al. [25] and Kannala [26] were both
implemented in Solibri as an extra module. At present, Solibri provides
its own escape route analysis for digital building models.

The approach of Kannala [26] and that provided by Solibri also
include parts of the third component of an escape route analysis, that
3

is, the element checking. Elements along escape routes must meet
several requirements concerning their dimensions (width and height)
and properties (e.g. fire resistance). This distinguishes escape route
analysis from basic indoor circulation. Although the two approaches
include all three necessary components, they do not cover the specific
requirements of Vienna’s building code, such as the handling of parking
spaces inside parking garages.

Similar topics of interest in automated indoor path finding include
dynamic emergency evacuation and rescue planning [47,48,51,52]. Re-
search on this topic focuses on pathfinding in the event of an emergency
using real-time information in an indoor navigation model. Although
these concepts consist of the same three components as escape route
analyses, the requirements for each component are different; for exam-
ple, dynamic emergency evacuation considers topological connections
between rooms in the navigation model for fire-spread simulations.

This section presents interesting approaches to escape route analy-
sis. However, none of the approaches fully satisfied the requirements
of the procedure in Vienna; therefore, they were insufficient for the
BRISE-Vienna permission process. A novel indoor navigation model
that represents the checking of the building authority using direct con-
nections with an additional width check of the connections is required.
This can be achieved by combining a visibility-based approach and
a width check for the edges. The approaches of Höcker et al. [41],
Borrmann et al. [42], and Kneidl et al. [43,44,45] already consider
a width check, but are based on density instead of defined minimum
dimensions. Furthermore, all reviewed approaches involve the auto-
matic generation of escape routes or simulations of pedestrian flow.
The legal situation in Vienna requires a system in which the designer
decides the course of the escape routes. This strengthens the need
for further enhancement of the aforementioned concepts to develop a
comprehensive escape route analysis method that is suitable for code
checking.

2.3. BRISE-Vienna

The BRISE-Vienna project aims at developing a semi-automated
digital permission process based on openBIM standards. The project
included the entire process, from online submission over a semi-
automated code-checking system to the visualisation of the impact
of the planned project with AR. Detailed information regarding this
process is provided elsewhere [22,23,53,54]. This section focuses on
the relevant information for developing a semi-automated escape route
analysis.

The objective of the code-checking system is the semi-automated
checking of a submitted BIM model for compliance with the building
code. The submitted BIM model is called the building application model
(BAM). The BAM is not an additional individual domain model. Instead,
the architecture model is used with additional geometric (level of
geometry (LOG)) and alphanumeric information (level of information
(LOI)) requirements for building permission. The basis for the LOG and
LOI of the BAM is the requirement for submittal planning, LOG300 and
LOI300, respectively. The BIM model, as an information basis, has a
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Fig. 2. Combination of BAM, REM, and SIM within the building authority checking
model.

significant advantage over 2D plans; it holds geometric and semantic
information, which allows legal compliance checks in an automatic
manner [9,16,17]. For the permission process, the BIM model must
follow open standards (openBIM) because the building authority (in
Austria) does not require designers to use specific software. Therefore,
the ISO-certified Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) format [55] is the
basis for BIM models used in the permission process, which is the
globally accepted standard for the exchange of models in openBIM
projects.

In addition to the BAM, the code-checking system requires a sec-
ond data source, that is, a computer-readable representation of the
building code [16]. These regulations were formulated with the ob-
jective of being understandable to humans, not computers. Hence,
human interpretation is required. Building codes must be adapted to
enable fully automated systems in the future. In addition, according to
Beach et al. [8], there is a lack of trust in automated systems. There-
fore, the developed code-checking system must be semi-automated
with automated calculations in combination with human oversight and
modification. In general, the building code includes two types of regu-
lations: technical specifications for the building itself and the building
potential of a construction site (e.g. building alignment, permitted
building height, and required shape of the roof). All the information
required to check the technical specifications is mandated to be in the
BAM. To check the building potential of a construction site, geometrical
and alphanumeric restrictions are required in a computer-readable
form. This is included in the three-dimensional (3D) reference model
(REM) and the service information model (SIM). The REM is the 3D
envelope of the permitted building space. Overlaying the REM and
BAM enables checking all geometric specifications of the building
site. In contrast, the SIM includes alphanumeric specifications for the
construction site (e.g. parking space regulations). It is also described by
an IFC file excluding the geometry information. The building authority
generates both REM and SIM after the legal submission of the BAM.
Together, these three models are the inputs for the code-checking
system (Fig. 2).

In the BRISE-Vienna project, the code-checking system was de-
veloped in the software Solibri Office, which provides implemented
checking rules for common use cases. Most of the regulations in the
analysed building codes can be checked using a combination of these
rules. This significantly reduced the number of necessary newly devel-
oped rules in the BRISE-Vienna project. However, some regulations,
such as escape route analysis, require entirely new functionalities, for
which Solibri Office provides an application programming interface
(API).
4

3. Rule-developing stages

In the BRISE-Vienna project, the research team used a four-stage
process to develop new complex checks that cannot be realised with
existing rule templates of Solibri Office. Examples include rules for
building code compliance checking of escape routes, fire compartments,
light exposure, clear view of windows, the height of fall protection,
width of stair landings, and detection of flat partition walls. The first
stage concerned the building code analysis. Subsequently, concepts for
different components of the checking rule were developed. Software
implementation was performed in stage three, and finally, the results
were validated.

3.1. Building code analysis

The first stage of the rule development process was the building
code analysis. At this stage, together with checking software experts
and building authority agents, the feasibility of automated checking
was analysed for each regulation in the building code. The objective
is to identify all regulations that can be represented by a checking
rule and the related required information in the building models.
The relevant building codes in BRISE-Vienna are the Vienna Building
Code [56], its subsidiary Vienna Garage Law [57], the Zoning and
Development Plan, and the aforementioned OIB guidelines (building
regulations) [30]. Not every regulation within a building code can be
checked fully automated. One limitation is that some expressions re-
quire interpretation [11,14]. The critical aspect in determining whether
a regulation requires interpretation is the target value. Qualitative
values, such as ‘‘to a sufficient extent’’, found in Vienna’s building
code, cannot be determined without interpretation [11,12], either from
humans or artificial intelligence (AI) approaches. Because the legal sit-
uation in Vienna forbids decision-making through AI, only regulations
with quantitative target values are suitable for full automation. How-
ever, the code-checking system can still assist the building authority
agents with regulations that contain qualitative target values. It can
highlight relevant objects with qualitative target values and thus reduce
a building authority agent’s search effort.

According to Macit İlal and Günaydın [11], there are two ap-
proaches for structuring code representations. The first approach, which
was reported by Han et al. [10], used a structure similar to that
of the building model. The components of a particular class can be
easily checked against all rules applicable to that class. This approach
has advantages in rule execution, which accelerates the checking
process [11]. On the other hand, the approach of Nisbet et al. [13]
maintained a code representation similar to the structure of the build-
ing code. This provides a higher level of maintainability in case of
regulatory changes [11]. In the BRISE-Vienna project, the approach
of Nisbet et al. [13] was applied because maintenance is a significant
concern, since the Vienna Building Authority wants to maintain all
checking rules.

However, some regulations are too interwoven to be considered
individually. This applies to escape route analyses. Specifications for
escape routes are spread over three different OIB guidelines (building
regulations); however, they still depend on each other. Because of the
close relationship between different requirements, some regulations are
merged into a single checking rule.

Another limitation of automated verification of regulations is the
information available in building models [12]. Therefore, all informa-
tion required for automatic checking must be identified and included
in the LOG and LOI requirements of the models. For nonstandard
information, the IFC scheme provides the functionality to define custom
objects (IfcBuildingElementProxy) and properties to include arbitrary
information in the model.

The result of the code analysis was the regulation information
matrix (RIM). This includes the interpretation of each regulation (if
and how it can be checked automatically), required checks with the
corresponding LOG and LOI requirements, and dependency on other
regulations. Thus, the RIM is the basis for the development of the
checking rules.
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3.2. Rule conception

In the rule conception stage, the concepts required to represent a
regulation as a checking rule were defined. For escape route analysis,
concepts are required for the general process of the checking rule and
its three components: the navigation model, pathfinding algorithm, and
element-checking procedure. These concepts are described in detail in
Section 4.

The rule conception stage was executed in close collaboration with
the building authority agents and designers. The interests of the de-
signers were represented by the Austrian Chamber of Architects and
Civil Engineers and one of the major Austrian consulting planning
offices, both of which were partners in the BRISE-Vienna project. The
integration of the building authority agents ensures that the assess-
ment using the developed checking system meets the standards of the
current manual assessment. The interest of designers is that the effort
to include additional nonstandard information in the building models
required for automated assessment is compensated by other benefits.
The integration of both stakeholders is important for the acceptance of
the BIM-based permission process.

3.3. Software implementation

After the structure and the concepts of a rule were defined, the rule
was implemented in the BIM checking software Solibri Office. The API
provided by Solibri enables the development of new checking rules
based on the programming language Java. The use of Solibri Office
for new checking rules follows the general use of Solibri Office in the
BRISE-Vienna project. The implementation of our escape route analysis
method is described in Section 5.

3.4. Validation

The final stage of developing a new automated or semi-automated
checking rule involves validating the results. Three evaluation criteria
were used for this purpose. The first concerns the legal requirements
of the building authority and the correct representation of the building
code (defined in the RIM). For escape route analysis, this includes com-
pliance of the general process with the legal requirement that designers
must predefine escape routes. Moreover, the navigation model must
provide geometry and connectivity that comply with the way escape
routes are defined by the building authorities (including width check-
ing). The pathfinding algorithm must connect each starting position to
the nearest exit using the shortest possible path. Finally, the element-
checking procedure must include dimension checks depending on the
number of people. These legal requirements are described in detail in
Section 2.1.

The second factor is the duration of the checking process (technical
requirements). The authors wanted to compare the time required for
the semi-automated escape route analysis with the time required for
manual checking. Owing to legal labour reasons, permission to measure
the time for manual checking was not granted. Hence, only the time
required for BIM-based checking is given.

The third criterion is acceptance by stakeholders of the permission
process: building authority agents and designers. For the building au-
thority agents, this includes the comprehensibility and reproducibility
of the escape routes because they must make decisions based on the
provided results. For designers, the benefits and additional effort of the
new approach are the most important factors for acceptance.

To evaluate the first two criteria, a checking rule was applied to
fictional and real-world test models. The fictional models included
test cases that represented the individual specifications defined in the
building code. The general functionality of the developed checking rule
was verified using these models. In addition, during the pilot phase,
real-world models tested the checking rule under realistic conditions
(applied to designers’ building models and used by building authority
agents). An evaluation of the escape route analysis method is presented
in Section 5.
5

Fig. 3. The escape route analysis process.

4. Escape route analysis

In this study, a process which allows human interference between
two automated calculations was developed (Fig. 3). The first automated
step is the escape route generation. It determines the k shortest possible
escape routes from each starting location. These shortest routes are
individually checked. This indicates that if two routes use the same
door, the door width is checked separately for the number of people
in each route and not combined. Escape route generation is a tool
that assists designers in selecting desired escape routes. To optimise
assistance, the generation can either show the k shortest routes that
passed the check or routes that failed the check. This helps designers
understand why a route is rejected and suggests model adaptations.

The second automated process is the escape route validation. This
method automatically generates escape routes along predefined se-
quences of doors. Therefore, designers must select the preferred escape
routes between the two automated steps by defining their door se-
quences. This input makes designers liable for escape routes, and thus,
the escape route analysis method is applicable to the new BIM-based
permission process of the Vienna Building Authority. The information
is stored either in a list, which can be imported into the rule or directly
in the digital model. The second approach was followed in the BRISE-
Vienna project. This required a new property of doors: a reference
to the next door on the escape route. After the escape routes are
reconstructed from the predefined door sequences, element checking
is performed for the cumulative number of people on all routes passing
an element. Therefore, escape route validation ensures that the building
design provides a valid network of escape routes. It is used by designers
to validate their selected escape route network before submission and
by the building authority agents for code checking after submission.
Based on the validation results, the building authority agents can make
final decisions. The following sections describe the operating principle
of the escape route analysis method, which can be broken down into
three core components:

• Generating an indoor navigation model,
• applying a pathfinding algorithm, and
• checking of the elements along the escape routes.

A new requirement for digital building models was identified while
developing the checking rule. Building regulations allow doors to be
used as starting elements, requiring the determination of the number
of people starting from these locations. Therefore, a new property, that
is, the occupancy of doors, was included in the BRISE-Vienna project.

4.1. Navigation model

The first component of escape route analysis is the navigation
model. In the proposed escape route analysis, the navigation model
uses the visibility-based approach, similar to the UCN of Lee et al. [25].
Our developed node network consists of separate room-by-room node
networks, which are connected by special access nodes at doors and
openings for the horizontal connection, and stairs and ramps for the
vertical connection. Elevators were not included in the navigation
model because they are not used in the case of an emergency. Each
room network consists of nodes at the corners of the outside bound-
ary and the corners of holes from, for example, the columns inside
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Fig. 4. Placement of the concave (in all rooms) and convex (only in starting rooms)
corner nodes.

Fig. 5. Creation of nodes at room bounding polygons, doors, and stairs.

the room, as well as the access nodes of the room. The difference
from the UCN is that our approach is not restricted to door-to-door
measurements using only concave corner nodes. Concave corner nodes
are the intermediate coupling points between two nodes whose line of
sight is obstructed [25]. Building codes surveyed in Lee et al. [25] and
the Vienna building code indicate that in a starting room, the escape
route begins at the most remote point from the door. This point is
always located at a convex corner. Therefore, our room network is not
restricted to concave corner nodes (such as the UCN), but also contains
convex corner nodes for the starting rooms (Fig. 4).

4.1.1. Node creation
The creation of room-by-room node networks is based on five IfcEn-

tities: IfcSpace for room nodes, IfcDoor and IfcOpening for horizontal
access nodes, and IfcStair and IfcRamp for vertical access nodes. The
room nodes are derived from space boundary polygons. Each corner
point represents either a concave or convex room node. Special at-
tention is paid to interconnected spaces. Designers commonly divide
spatial objects into subspaces without walls between them. Such inter-
connected spaces are merged into one room with one room-boundary
polygon (see room 02 in Fig. 5). In this way, the room boundary
polygon can be used for neighbour node assignment between all nodes
of the interconnected spaces.

For a horizontal room connection, both doors and openings require
at least two nodes, one in each room. The nodes are placed at a buffer
distance from the centre of the element perpendicular to the wall. As
reported in Lee et al. [25], this is the most reasonable approach for
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passing through doors. The Vienna Building Authority also shares the
same view. The buffer distance is at least half the wall thickness to en-
sure that the nodes are inside the adjoining space object. Additionally,
doors include a third node in the door centre to represent the start or
end node of an escape route. Openings do not require this extra node,
as they are not suitable as starting or destination elements as they are
not valid room-separating objects.

The representation of stairs and ramps is more complex because
the geometry can vary depending on their type. Stairs and ramps
comprise flights and landings. We restrict the movement on the stairs
and ramps to a flight-by-flight movement. This implies that when a
flight is entered, one must follow it to its end. On every landing, one can
either continue with the subsequent flight or leave the stairs if another
adjoining element exists. Thus, every flight requires only bottom and
top nodes. Similar to horizontal access nodes, flight nodes are placed
in front of flights at a buffer distance to ensure that they are inside
the rooms which they connect. Although these nodes can simply be
connected on straight flight elements, curved elements require elab-
orate calculations. Our approach simulates curved stair flights using
polylines with vertices at the centre of each tread nose. The polylines
provide both flight length and geometry for visualisation. However,
curved ramp flights were not considered in the study.

4.1.2. Neighbour node assignment
In our concept, neighbour nodes are considered as nodes with a

direct connection to each other that complies with the width require-
ments of the building code. The developed indoor navigation network
is a room-by-room node network; therefore, the neighbour assignment
is also room-based. This implies that every node, not only the room
nodes, must be inside a room. The horizontal and vertical access nodes
have automatic neighbour relations with the second node of their
elements. This is also the case for flights of one IfcStair object because
checking the geometry of intermediate landings is part of a separate
checking rule. However, access nodes must also be assigned to a room
in order to be related to other nodes in the room. The advantage of
a room-by-room node network is that neighbour node assignment is
only performed for all nodes inside a room. Nodes in other rooms are
not considered, because they can only be reached by access nodes.
Neighbour assignment inside a room is a two-step method:

1. Visibility check and
2. flexible-tube width check.

These two steps are performed for each pair of nodes inside the room.
The visibility check narrows down possible neighbour nodes by creating
a straight line between the two observed nodes and checks whether this
line intersects the space-bounding polygon or obstacles (hole polygons).
If no intersection is detected, the nodes are visible to each other (Fig. 6).
However, visibility alone is insufficient for determining neighbouring
nodes. Vienna building regulations define the minimum width required
by pedestrians to walk along the escape routes. Visibility does not
indicate anything about the unobstructed width around the direct con-
nection between two nodes. Therefore, the unobstructed width around
the connection must also be checked. This was realised through a
flexible-tube width check. A flexible tube is defined as the minimum
free area required around a direct connection between two nodes.
Because room nodes are created exactly at the corner points, this free
area cannot be divided equally between the two sides of the connection.
One side of the tube is completely obstructed at the corners. The
flexible tube provides the functionality to continuously shift the free
area from one side of the straight connection to the other (Fig. 7). For
this purpose, an observation area A𝑂 with the minimum required width
w𝑚𝑖𝑛 on both sides of the straight connection is created (Fig. 8, left).
The observation area is defined as the area in which a flexible tube
could be placed. The sharpness of the shift from one side to the other
is restricted by a circular arc with a radius of w𝑚𝑖𝑛 (Fig. 8, centre).
This ensures that a circle with a diameter equal to the free-area width

fits into the tube at every position (Fig. 8, right). If such a flexible
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Fig. 6. Comparison between node connections based on visibility in starting rooms with convex corner nodes (left) and arbitrary rooms without convex corner nodes (right).
Fig. 7. Shift of the flexible tube along the escape route: complete shift without (left) and with (right) obstacles.
Fig. 8. Flexible-tube concept: observation area A𝑂 around the direct connection (left),
sharpness of the shift (centre), and circles fitting into the tube at every position (right).

tube can be created around the straight direction without colliding
with any building elements, the two observed nodes are related as
neighbour nodes. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for neighbour
node assignment. Lines 5–10 in this algorithm indicate the flexible-tube
width check, which represents the novelty of the algorithm.

However, the flexible-tube concept is limited to concave corner
nodes and access nodes. It cannot be applied to convex corner nodes
because the possible width around a point approaches zero at the
convex corners. Therefore, the neighbour assignment for starting rooms
with convex corner nodes uses only the first step of the developed
method, that is, a visibility check.

4.2. Pathfinding in the escape route analysis

The pathfinding algorithm is the centrepiece of escape route anal-
ysis because it defines the logic of how to navigate through a given
7

Algorithm 1: Neighbour Node Assignment
Input : Set of nodes N of a room with length n; Set of

boundary and hole polygons P of a room; minimum
required width 𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛

Output: Graph G(N,E) of a room
1 add all nodes in N to G
2 for i = 0 to n - 2 do
3 for j = i + 1 to n - 1 do
4 check whether the direct connection between nodes

N[i] and N[j] is obstructed by any polygon p in P
5 if the direct connection is not obstructed then
6 define observation area 𝐴𝑂 with 𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 on both sides

of the direct connection
7 if a circle with diameter 𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 can be placed

continuously along the direct connection inside 𝐴𝑂
without intersecting any polygon p in P then

8 add edge e(N[i],N[j]) to G
9 end if

10 end if
11 end for
12 end for

navigation model. In general, pathfinding algorithms are used in graph
theory to solve shortest path problems. They connect pairs of nodes
to the best path based on predefined criteria [58]. This function-
ality makes them extremely important in navigation systems, video
games, robotics, logistics, and crowd simulations [59]. Different use
cases have different characteristics, which can be classified into sev-
eral shortest-path problems, such as the single-source shortest-path
problem, single-destination shortest-path problem, or all-pairs shortest-
path problem [58]. Different algorithms with advantages for different
use cases have been developed to optimise the handling of different
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Fig. 9. Finding the source nodes in a starting room: Paths to all convex corner nodes from the top door (left), to all convex corner nodes from the right door (centre), and to the
two most remote convex corner nodes (right).
pathfinding problems. Therefore, it is crucial for selecting an algorithm
to determine the corresponding shortest-path problem. Considering the
characteristics of escape route analysis, the corresponding shortest path
problem lies between those mentioned above. First, we do not examine
a single source or destination. However, the number of sources and
destinations is minimal compared to the total number of nodes in the
network. Noting that there is no clear solution for classifying escape
routes, the research team considered the single-source shortest-path
problem run for each starting location to be a suitable representation.

The foundation for solving single-source shortest-path problems
is Dijkstra’s algorithm [60], which was devised in 1959. Dijkstra’s
algorithm iterates through all nodes in a graph until the shortest path
to all nodes is determined [58].

In our escape route analysis method, Dijkstra’s algorithm supports
different stages of the route detection process. The first application of
Dijkstra’s algorithm is the definition of source nodes inside a room. For
a specific exit door, the most remote point inside the room is the node
with the longest shortest path to the exit-door node. This graph problem
is called the single-destination shortest-path problem [58]. This can be
transformed into a single-source shortest-path problem by changing the
source and destination nodes; thus, it can be solved using Dijkstra’s
algorithm [58]. The algorithm returns the shortest path from the exit
door to each node in the room. The destination node with the longest
shortest path is the source node for the actual escape route analysis.
For rooms with multiple doors, the relevant source nodes depend on
the selected exit door. Therefore, in rooms with multiple doors, each
door is connected separately to a source node (Fig. 9).

The second application of Dijkstra’s algorithm is in the shortest
path problem between given starting locations and destinations. While
escape route generation solves the shortest path problem for the entire
graph, escape route validation divides the path determination into
several smaller shortest path problems, one for each pair of doors of
the given door sequence. In this manner, the shortest path from door-to-
door is computed and finally joined into one path along the predefined
door sequence.

After the shortest path calculation, escape route generation requires
additional calculations. Next, the paths from one starting location to
different destinations are sorted in order of length. This list already
contains as many paths as the destinations (e.g. several fire exits).
Nevertheless, they cannot be taken as the k shortest paths from the
source node since the second shortest path to the ‘‘nearest’’ destination
could be shorter than the shortest to the second ‘‘nearest’’ destination.
Therefore, an actual k-shortest-path problem from one source node to
each destination node is required. This is implemented using Yen’s
algorithm [61]. It can determine the k shortest paths from a source
node to a destination node without any loops in these paths. It is
an enhancement of shortest path algorithms and can be implemented
based on any shortest path algorithm. In Yen’s algorithm, the proper
definition of the minimum deviation between different paths is critical.
Typically, in Yen’s algorithm, changing a single node leads to a new
path [61]. In escape route analysis, this is insufficient because a path
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would be considered new, even if it uses the same rooms and doors,
by simply taking a diversion inside a room. Therefore, a more suitable
minimum deviation is the use of different doors. To implement this,
the logic of Yen’s algorithm must be applied only to door nodes. Thus,
the k-shortest path does not pass the same sequence of doors as any
previous path.

4.3. Element checking

The third core function of escape route analysis is to check the
dimensions of the elements along the routes. The relevant elements
include rooms, doors, openings, stairs, and ramps. For all five rel-
evant elements, the width requirements depend on the number of
people using the element. In addition, doors have person-dependent
requirements for the opening direction. Escape route generation pro-
vides no information on which routes belonging to one route network.
Therefore, it makes no sense to consider the interactions between
routes. Instead, the elements of each route are checked based on the
people using the particular route. In contrast, escape route validation
is performed on a defined route network with interacting routes and
can therefore check the elements along the routes based on all people
using the element. This requires identifying all routes using a particular
element and summing all their people. Subsequently, the width of an
element can be compared with the required width retrieved from the
cumulative number of people. However, doors, openings, stairs, and
ramps provide explicit information about their width, which allows
a simple comparison of the two values. The width of a room is not
available. A feasible measure to check for the minimum required space
in a room is the use of the developed flexible-tube concept. For ap-
plication in the room-width check, the required width of the flexible
tube is computed using the number of people in the room and is then
applied to all the room’s route sections. There are additional element
requirements; however, these are independent of the number of people.
Examples include the heights of the doors and openings. These can be
checked equally for generation and validation by simply comparing the
actual and required values.

5. Solibri implementation

The proposed concept for automated escape route analysis was de-
veloped in the BRISE-Vienna project for use in the building permission
process based on digital building models. The BRISE-Vienna project
used the software Solibri Office for code checking. Solibri provides an
API based on the programming language Java to extend its function-
ality by customised rule templates. The escape route analysis method
was implemented in Solibri Office using this API. The developed rule
template is parametric, which is important for use in the building
permission process. Building codes change over time. For example,
the analysed OIB guidelines (building regulations) are revised after
four years. The parametric design facilitates the maintenance of the
checking rule because minor changes can be implemented without any
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Fig. 10. Parametric input of the thresholds for the door width in the Vienna building code.
Fig. 11. Generation of the four shortest routes from one starting room (in blue) in the escape route test model.
programming effort. It also allows the use of the rule template for other
building authorities with slightly different regulations (e.g. different
thresholds). Fig. 10 shows the parametric input of the thresholds for
the door width depending on the number of people passing the object.
In Vienna, two thresholds are set at 80 and 120 people. Above this, the
requirements increase by 10 cm for every 10 people escaping through
the door.

In this study, 17 test models were used to validate the developed
escape route analysis method: a specific escape route test model and
16 real-world models. The escape route test model was a fictional five-
story building that included test cases for special requirements relevant
to the concept: starting doors and starting rooms with several different
escape routes, interconnected spaces, an underground parking garage,
and different dimensions of the elements along the routes. Sixteen
real-world models are related to actual building submissions. Eleven
of these were modelled based on the 2D plans of recent submissions.
The other five were modelled for new submissions from designers
who participated in the pilot phase of BRISE-Vienna. The models were
developed using three different authoring software packages: Archicad
(10 models), Revit (four models), and Allplan (three models). For their
use in Solibri Office all models were exported in the IFC4 format. The
escape route test model [62] and one of the real-world models [63] are
publicly available in an open repository.

The escape route test model served to test the functionality of the
two developed concepts: escape route generation and escape route
validation. First, escape route generation is used by designers to au-
tomatically generate a pool of possible routes per starting location.
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Fig. 12. Failure of a door in Solibri Office, including the number of people, width,
person-dependent required width, height, required height, and opening direction.

Fig. 11 shows the possible routes from a starting room on the ground
floor of the model. The starting room had two doors leading to passable
rooms. As a result, two different starting points were defined for the
room (the points furthest from each door). In general, designers should
be provided with all valid routes from each starting location. For the
BRISE-Vienna project, we implemented a functionality to show the
generated routes with errors. Errors could concern, for example, the
dimensions or opening directions of doors. This helps designers detect
modelling errors. Fig. 11 shows this generation, including the failed
routes. Doors must be opened in the direction of escape if the threshold
for people using the door is exceeded. The 2nd-shortest and 4th-shortest
(Figs. 11(b) and 11(d)) use the same second door, but pass it from
different sides. Consequently, failure occurs because of the opening
direction (Fig. 12). However, the four detected escape routes provide
a pool of possible routes that designers can choose. Designers select a
route by including a door sequence in the building model. Therefore,
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the escape route generation (left) and escape route validation (right) methods in the escape route test model.
Fig. 14. Escape from an occupied parking space (P1) in the underground parking
garage of the escape route test model (the small cuboids inside the parking garage are
the parking spaces).

each door obtains a new property that refers to the next door on the
escape route; for example, using a unique ID.

The second automated step was the escape route validation. The
differences between escape route generation and escape route valida-
tion are shown in Fig. 13. The possible escape routes for the office
rooms on the ground floor of the escape route test model are shown
in Fig. 13 (left), and the selected routes (for each starting room) are
shown in Fig. 13 (right). While all rooms at the bottom had only one
selected route, those at the top left had two routes. The possibility of
having more than one exit door is necessary for starting rooms with
high occupancy. According to OIB guidelines, two doors are required
for rooms with an occupancy of more than 120 people.

Another characteristic of escape route analysis is the escape from
parking spaces inside parking garages. According to the building au-
thority of Vienna, it must be assumed that all parking spaces are
occupied and that someone is located at the most remote corner of
the most remote parking space. Because all parking spaces are occu-
pied, it is impossible to pass through them. An exception is the start
parking space, because one needs to pass through it to leave it, but
it is impossible to go diagonally across the parking space. Therefore,
circulation at the start parking space is restricted to its border lines, and
all other parking spaces are included as obstacles. The implementation
results are presented in Fig. 14. The route started at the back corner of
the most remote parking space (P1), followed its borderline, and ran
around the parking space on the right side (P2) to reach the exit door.
In conclusion, the route could start from an occupied parking space but
avoided other parking spaces, thus fulfilling the requirements.

After ensuring the functionality of the developed checking rule, it
was tested on 16 real-world models. Five of these models had serious
modelling errors that prevented the generation and validation of escape
routes. Examples of such errors include incorrect floor allocation of
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objects, intersections of space objects on different floors, and total
absence of space objects. For nine of the remaining 11 models, escape
routes were generated and validated in less than five seconds. In
addition, there were two outliers at seven and 16 s. These models are
related to large projects, with sizes exceeding the average. However,
this duration is still short.

Fig. 15 shows 3D views and escape routes of four real-world mod-
els. The results of the published real-world model [63] (Fig. 16) are
described as follows. This model included seven flats, an underground
parking garage, and four storage rooms in the basement. For flats, the
escape route started at the flat entrance door instead of the most remote
point (in accordance with Austrian building regulations). All escape
routes passed through a safe zone – the central staircase. This influ-
enced the lengths of the escape routes because they are only considered
to the safe zone. Hence, the lengths of the escape routes from the flats
directly connected to the staircase were zero. Escape route generation
detected one escape route for each starting position. Alternative routes
were not found, because only one exit and one staircase were available.
After adding the door sequences of the escape routes to the building
model, escape route validation successfully reconstructed and verified
the escape routes from the seven flats, the parking garage, and storage
rooms (Fig. 16). The reconstructed routes coincided with those selected
by the building authority agents as relevant escape routes.

The results demonstrate the functionality of the newly developed
escape route analysis method. First, the combination of escape route
generation and validation results in a high level of automation and
still complies with Vienna’s legal situation. The separation into two
automated steps ensures that designers can predefine escape routes, and
the building authority can check the given escape route network using
the same checking rule. The approach also complies with requirements
regarding the course and geometry of escape routes. Routes can start
from flat entrance doors as well as the most remote points inside rooms,
while also considering blocked parking spaces. The routes represented
the shortest possible paths inside the rooms, as required by the building
authority. This is ensured by the new navigation model that considers
room nodes directly at the corners without a buffer distance. The
connections between the nodes are based on a visibility check and
the flexible-tube width check, which allow the route width to switch
from one side of the route to the other. This functionality is essential
when nodes are placed directly at the corners. Because one cannot
move straight at a corner owing to the shape of the human body, the
flexible tube checks the area around the corners to ensure that people
can walk there. Furthermore, our approach includes geometric checks
of elements along escape routes depending on the cumulative number
of people passing them.

In addition to the proper representation of the building code, the
duration of escape route analysis is an important evaluation criterion.
Because of legal labour reasons, the authors did not obtain permission
to evaluate the time expenditure of different tasks for building authority
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Fig. 15. Result of the escape route analysis for four real-world models. 3D-view (first row) and escape routes (second row) of the models.
Fig. 16. Result of the escape route analysis for the published real-world model.
3D-view (left) and escape routes (right).

agents in detail. Therefore, no records on the duration of the current
manual processes are available. Building authority agents classify es-
cape route analysis as one of the most elaborate and time-consuming
tasks. Therefore, the results of our verification phase, checking most
models in less than five seconds with the longest check taking 16 s,
indicated an improvement in time consumption.

Finally, the approach must be accepted by the relevant stakeholders
for implementation in the BIM-based permission process. The place-
ment of nodes directly attached to the geometry of the building model
in combination with straight connections increases comprehensibility
and manual reproducibility compared to a centreline-based approach.
This is a significant advantage of the new approach in terms of im-
plementation by a building authority. While escape route generation
promises benefits for designers, manual selection of the final escape
routes between escape route generation and escape route validation
can be elaborate. The chosen approach for the Solibri implementation
(to manually include the door sequences of the escape routes in the
building model) takes additional time. However, the Vienna Building
Authority and designers were both closely involved in the conception
and validation of the checking rule; therefore, their needs were covered.
Thus, all the prerequisites for practical implementation are provided.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we focused on the automation of escape route anal-
ysis as part of the BIM-based permission process developed for the
BRISE-Vienna project. The potential of automation of code checking
during this process is widely known. However, automation has not
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yet been established. The BRISE-Vienna project attempted to overcome
the shortcomings of previous approaches by developing a complete
BIM-based permission process using open standards.

To be implemented in the BRISE-Vienna process, the new escape
route analysis method must comply with the legal situation in Vienna,
provide results in an appropriate time, and be accepted by stakeholders
of the process. The legal situation (in Vienna) requires a novel concept
for escape route analysis consisting of two automated steps: escape
route generation and escape route validation, with manual interference
between them. Escape route generation is a tool used by designers to
create a pool of possible escape routes from which the final escape
route network can be selected. This manual process between the two
automated steps ensures compliance with the provision that designers
must predefine escape routes. Subsequently, the building authority
checks this predefined network of escape routes through escape route
validation. To comply with the required course and geometry of escape
routes, we created a navigation model based on a visibility graph
and enhanced the model by checking the route width using a flexible
tube. The flexible tube represents the route width and can be switched
from one side of the route to the other. After applying the algorithms
proposed by Dijkstra [60] and Yen [61] to find the shortest routes, we
checked the geometry of the elements along the escape routes depend-
ing on the cumulative number of people passing the elements. Thus,
we implemented all the core functionalities of escape route analysis
as part of a BIM-based building permission process and extended the
functionality of previous approaches.

Furthermore, the test results showed an improvement in terms of
time consumption over the manual checking process. The checking
rule replaced the time-consuming and imprecise process of reconstruct-
ing and remeasuring escape routes drawn in 2D plans by automated
validation in less than 16 s for each test model.

The close integration of the building authority and designers during
the development process ensured that their needs were considered.
However, there is still room for improvement in the designers’ manual
escape route selection. Enhancing the data transfer from escape route
generation to escape route validation is essential for further research.

Future work will also include an extension of the flexible-tube
width check. The current implementation is not applicable to convex
corner points. Hence, it cannot be used to verify the width between
the first and second nodes in the starting room. In our implementation,
these connections were checked based only on visibility. Although we
extended the functionality of the previous work, some special cases
of the building code of Vienna, such as an allowed narrowing of the
minimum room width by 10 cm for a maximum length of 1.20m, were
not included. This was decided together with the building authority to
reduce the complexity of the checking rule and thus increase its main-
tainability. Another interesting topic for future work is the availability
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of the generated escape routes. Currently, they exist only temporarily
in a checking environment. Developing a permanently available escape
route IFC model could enhance the work with digital building models.
Finally, another important topic is the development of open-source
checking software, particularly for the needs of building authorities.
The authors of this paper are part of a European network for digital
building permits, where this is a highly debated topic.
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